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Recap from the IDMA 2016 Annual Meeting and Seminar
The IDMA conducted its 2016 Annual Meeting and Seminar,
“The New ABCs for Data Management Professionals –
Analytics, Business Intelligence, and Cyber Risk” on
Monday & Tuesday, April 18-19, at the Doubletree Hotel
Philadelphia. For the 3rd consecutive year, we attracted
a record high attendance of 217 participants.
The Seminar’s sessions focused on case studies, lessons
learned, success stories, strategies, and methodologies related
to how data management is rapidly evolving in our industry.
Surveys collected indicated the event was a great success,
scoring 85.2% on Overall Customer Satisfaction.
On Monday morning, Farouk Yassine, IDMA’s Executive
Director, and Chuck Fordham, IDMA’s Outgoing President, provided the opening remarks and an overview of the
event’s program. Chuck then introduced our first day keynote speaker, Jay Rajendra, Vice President of Strategic Analytics and Head of Business Solutions at XL Catlin.
Keynote speaker Jay Rajendra

Jay, whose session was rated highest among all presentations,
discussed how organizations can become “more analytical”
and customer focused. At XL Catlin, Jay works with executive management and business units to develop, implement
and maintain a data-driven strategy.
Using real-life examples from his current job role, he gave
insights on how organizations can successfully transform their
businesses and overcome barriers to culture change. The
session also provide tips on tools and training strategies to
find, recruit, and develop the right talent for both analytics
departments and business leaders.
After the conclusion of the keynote session, we opened up
our exhibit hall for a refreshment break where our attendees
could learn more about our exhibitors’ products and services.

Chuck Fordham introduces Scott Cohanpour

Our second general session of the morning was also very well
received by positioning Master Data Management (MDM) and
Enterprise Information Governance under a totally new light.
Scott Cohanpour, Senior Vice President, Shared Information Services at Swiss Re focused on the disruptive impact
of new technologies and related practices in managing large
structured and unstructured data. Real life examples were
provided on how Enterprise Information Governance can
facilitate the creation of an
"Information Dial Tone” for all
IDMA 2016 Annual
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easily.
Immediately after the Scott’s
session address, we held our
brief Annual Meeting where
we conducted a few business
activities, conferred diplomas on
the IDMA 2016 graduating class,
recognized individuals who have
made and continue to make significant contributions to the
development of the insurance
data management profession and
who have shown exemplary
leadership in promoting IDMA
and its mission to the industry.
Finally, we held the annual vote
to elect new IDMA Board of
Directors and operating committees’ members.
continued on page 2
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Annual Meeting and Seminar Recap, continued
After lunch, we had the choice of attending various session
tracks with topics that focused on Analytics, Business Intelligence, and Cyber Risk & General Business.

At the Roundtable Session

Kon Leong of ZL Technologies

Sessions explored topics such as: the role of analytics in the
evolving insurance business model; data mastery and data
management best practices; data centric cybersecurity risks;
data governance; data robotics and enabling the intelligent
enterprise; machine learning; customer loyalty; using data to
know and retain the customer; strategic data management.

On Tuesday morning, Nora FitzGerald, IDMA’s Outgoing
Chair of the Board, and Peter Marotta, IDMA’s Vice President of Emerging Data Management Issues, facilitated a Data
Management Roundtable discussion. Topics were solicited
from participants and focused on the latest news and trends
impacting our industry: Top 3 C-level data issues facing today’s organizations; Data strategy and its components; Placement of data management and analytical functions in an organization; Data sources: Unstructured data, social Media, 3rd
party data; System modernization; Data management tools
that are currently popular or trending.
Our three session track followed and discussed:
• Analytics and IT Partnering for Success
• Managing and Leveraging Big Data
• Big Data: Insurance Rating & Regulatory Challenges

IBM’s Craig Bedell

After the first day sessions concluded, we transformed the
conference room into an American Bandstand themed event,
where our attendees enjoyed a fun filled night of music, dancing, and a variety of food and beverage stations. Elvis was also
in the house, signing and mingling with the crowd!

Elvis with Ricky Rolon of ISO

After a short refreshment break, our second day keynote
address and executive panel took place. Steven Clarke, VPGovernment Relations at Verisk/ISO, Kevin O’Leary, 2nd
VP-Claims BI and Analytics Data Management at Travelers,
Nate Root, Sr. VP of Shared Information Services at CNA,
and Michael B. Spears, CIO and CDO, NCCI, and Incoming IDMA President, discussed how industry executives are
dealing with evolving topics such as big data, privacy and security, new tools/technologies, and what’s required to successfully deliver meaningful results in an evolving environment.

Panel members, with guidance by moderator Tracy Spadola, IDMA’s Vice President of Business Development, shared
their perspectives on the evolving role of data managers and
provided insights into what is necessary to meet these new
challenges. Once again, this session was one of the top
rated sessions of the event.
continued on Page 3
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Annual Meeting and Seminar Recap, continued
Our afternoon track sessions resumed after lunch with
three presentations covering: A case study on data strategy and governance; The use of new data sources, such as
the IoT and social media data, in risk-based decision making
across the policy lifecycle; and laying the data groundwork
to predict risk trends around workers’ comp insurance.
A quick coffee break was provided, and then a capstone
presentation was delivered by Fred E. Karlinsky, Cochair of Insurance Regulatory and Transactions Practice at
Greenberg Traurig, P.A. Fred discussed how the recent
cyber breaches of insurers and other entities have prompted insurance regulators to devote additional resources to
the issue. Regulators are stepping up evaluations of insurers’ cyber security measures, issuing additional guidance,
and creating new requirements for insurer compliance..
Fred also shared insights on issues associated with some of
these recent developments, the new cyber-related issues
looming on the horizon, and the top five best practices for
satisfying compliance requirements and working with regulators. The Seminar concluded with the announcement of
the winners of the exhibitors’ raffle drawings.

A BIG THANK YOU to our sponsors for their commitment
and contributions!
DIAMOND Sponsor:

IBM
PLATINUM Sponsors:

Capgemini, EY, Guidewire, Insurity
GOLD Sponsors:

AAIS, Captricity, Clarity Solution
Group, Hortonworks, ISO, ISS,
L&T Infotech, Marsh ClearSight,
West Monroe Partners
SILVER Sponsors:

Data Blueprint, NCCI, Sita Corp,
Synechron, ZL Technologies
BRONZE Sponsors:

ACORD, WCIO
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Nutshell Summary of Successions – IDMA New Leadership
New officers were elected to lead IDMA at the 2016 Annual
Meeting:
♦ The IDMA 2015/16 President, Chuck Fordham of NJM
Insurance Group, took leave of the presidency to become the new Chair of the Board.
♦ Michael Spears of NCCI was confirmed as the 2016/17
President
♦ Kevin O’Leary of Travelers was selected as the 2016/17
President-Elect.
New members elected to the Board of Directors include:
♦ Peter Bothwell of The Hartford
♦ Carol Guidera of Verisk/ISO
♦ Susan Haney of Amica Mutual
♦ Janine Joseph of Travelers
♦ John Leonard of Liberty Mutual
♦ Peter Osborne of Travelers

SPRING/SUMMER 2016 CONTEST

Newly elected member to the Education Committee were:
♦ Julie Gonzalez of NCCI
♦ Sonia Kiel of NJM Insurance Group
♦ Jason Panicker of Verisk/ISO
♦ Rich Perry of NJM Insurance Group
Many thanks to these volunteers for their valuable contribution to the success of the IDMA. Volunteers who left the
Board this year were:
♦ Irfan Aasi of CNA
♦ Monte Almer of NYCIRB
♦ Rose Chase of Liberty Mutual
♦ Enriqueta Zurlo of Allstate

Felix Munoz Wins Winter Contest
Congratulations to FELIX MUNOZ of NJM Insurance
who was among the first to “correctly” answer the
Puzzler. In fact, NO ONE got the right answer except
for one very honest CIDM who confessed to Googling
for the answer. So we made her and every clever
guess eligible for the prize, which Felix won.

Puzzler
A prize will be awarded to
the randomly-drawn person
among the first ten who solve
the question correctly. You
may only guess one time for
each contest and you can
only win two times in a given
calendar year. The correct
answer will be published in
the following issue. This
quarter's prize is a $10 gift
card from Amazon.com.
Your Challenge:
Guy Fieri planned a trip to
Costco to buy some ingredients to cook in his kitchen.
He wrote down these items:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daikon radishes
Chicken bouillon
Peanut butter
Cilantro
Rice noodles
Mayonnaise
Bread crumbs
Sesame oil
Cayenne peppers

What was he making?

The question was:
There is a town in North
Ontario where twenty
four data scientists are
riding in a sailboat on
a lake. They have an
unopened pack of 25
cigarettes. Each data
scientists wishes to
smoke, but they have
no matches or other fire
source. How can they
each enjoy smoking a
cigarette before they
return to shore?
Felix took a swing:

Please
email your
answers to
Frappolli@CPCUIIA.org

“The pack of cigarettes are e-cigarettes and therefore
need no fire source.”
The actual answer:
They throw one cigarette overboard, and make the
boat a cigarette lighter.
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Larry Gehrke Receives the IDMA Gary W. Knoble Service Award
Larry Gehrke, Data Management
Consultant at CNA, was awarded the
IDMA Gary Knoble Service Award
at the IDMA 2016 Annual Meeting and
Seminar.
The IDMA Gary Knoble Service Award
was established in 2005 to honor
Gary’s years of volunteer service to
IDMA. Gary is one of the founding
fathers of IDMA. This award – which
will not necessarily be made each year –
is to be presented to “IDMA members
who have made significant volunteer
contributions to the IDMA and its role
in the industry, such as committee
involvement, researching and promoting
new IDMA initiatives, and involvement
with other industry organizations to
help spread the IDMA’s main mission,
education.”
With a deep gratitude to a friend, a
longtime supporter of the association,
and a current member of the IDMA
Board of Directors, Gary presented a
crystal award to Larry that reads:

Gary Knoble (left) presents the Gary Knoble Award to
Larry Gehrke, CIDM, FIDM

“IDMA 2016 Gary W. Knoble Service Award presented to Larry Gehrke, CIDM, FIDM in recognition
of his extraordinary contributions in promoting IDMA and its mission to the insurance data management profession.”
A Malcolm Forbes quote is engraved across the bottom of the crystal slab:

“Education’s purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one.”
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NEW AIDM AND CIDM GRADS RECOGNIZED AT
THE IDMA 2016 ANNUAL MEETING
At the April 18 Annual Meeting, our newest graduates earned the applause of the membership as they
received their certificates. This year we had 8 new Associate Insurance Data Managers (AIDMs), making
a total of 335 AIDMs, and 3 new Certified Insurance Data Managers (CIDMs), for a total of 229 CIDMs.

Robert Paul, CIDM; Jason Panicker, AIDM; Steven Long, AIDM; Ernest Lindain, AIDM; Sandra Brow, AIDM

Associate Insurance Data Managers (AIDMs) Graduating April 18, 2016
Carol Benachi, NJM Insurance Group
Sandra Brow*, Great American Insurance
Debbie Doan, NJM Insurance Group
Stefanie Kieffer, NJM Insurance Group
Ernest G. Lindain*, Verisk/ISO
Steven Long*, Madison Consulting Group
Jason Vinod Panicker*, Verisk/ISO
Robert Welsh, NJM Insurance Group
Certified Insurance Data Managers (CIDMs) Graduating April 18, 2016
Martha DuMont, Utica National Insurance Group
Kenneth M. Patria, Liberty Mutual
Robert Paul*, AIG
Asterisks (*) indicate new graduates who received their certificates in person.
Congratulations to all of our graduates!
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Two New Fellows in Insurance Data Management (FIDMs) Enrolled at the Annual Meeting

New FIDMs Kevin O’Leary and Ellen Sonkin are congratulated by IDMA
Professionalism Committee members Chuck Fordham and Pete Marotta

The IDMA Fellow in Insurance Data Management (FIDM) honorary designation
was established in 2006 by the IDMA Board of Directors to acknowledge individuals
who have made and continue to make significant contributions to the development of
the insurance data management profession.
Among the qualifications are that fellows have five years’ experience in the profession,
involvement in IDMA committees and governance, and participation in developing the
core body of knowledge through presentations, panels and papers. The application
process is self-nominating and is open to all qualified data managers. Applicants are
vetted and approved by the IDMA Professionalism Committee and IDMA Board of
Directors. For forms and additional information please contact Farouk Yassine, the
IDMA Executive Director at fyassine@idma.org.
This year, two new fellows were inducted to the FIDM Hall of Fame –
•
•

Kevin O’Leary, 2nd Vice President, Claim BI and Analytics, Travelers
Ellen Sonkin, Vice President, Regulatory Reporting, AIG.

IDM Quarterly
Published by The Insurance
Data Management Association (IDMA), whose purpose
is to promote professionalism in the insurance data
management discipline.
Learn more at

www.idma.org
EDITOR
Martin J. Frappolli, CPCU,
FIDM, AIC, AIS
EDITORIAL STAFF
Christopher Jones, CPCU,

With these two recipients, IDMA has conferred the FIDM honorary designation on a
total of 38 individuals.
It is anticipated that all Fellows will continue building the community of insurance data
managers through their personal commitment to embrace the IDMA Standards of
Professionalism and to develop Standards of Practice.

CIDM, FIDM, AIS
Aimee Siliato, FIDM
Tracy Ann Spadola, CPCU,
CIDM, FIDM, AAM
James Viveralli, CIDM, FIDM

Congrats to our newest fellows!

Farouk Yassine, CPCU, CIDM
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Is Data Quality Essential For Modern Business?
By Martin Doyle
CEO, DQ Global
If you wanted to program a
computer in the early 1980s,
you didn’t have the option of
coding using a keyboard. You
had to create a series of cards,
each punched with a pattern of
holes. The holes had to be
entirely accurate, in both pattern and placement. A typical
card contained hundreds of potential positions. Just one error in your card deck would cause the entire card to be
invalid.
In the early days of office computing, mistakes were simply
not an option. There was zero tolerance. Correcting errors,
or repunching jammed cards that the machine didn’t verify,
could take several days, per card.

Nowadays, we’re so used to getting instant results that
we’ve become far more error tolerant, and we don’t have
this perfectionist approach. We can add a record to a database in well under a minute, and we have ways to get around
pesky validation errors when a record won’t save.
If there’s already a record of a person in the database, we
can always add the word ‘NEW’ to their name, rather than
backtracking and looking for the duplicate.

• The first is inconvenience. Imagine that your job requires
you to make rapid analysis based on missing or muddled information. It’s an uphill struggle, and it slows productivity to a
crawl. For the call Centre operative, the tech support engineer,
or the salesperson planning their next move, inaccurate and
duplicated data create frustration, cost and dissatisfaction.
• The second issue is waste. If we have duplicate records,
how can we ensure budgets are being spent wisely? If customers
are allowed to have multiple loyalty accounts, how do we really
know what their purchasing patterns are? Marketing teams,
faced with strict budgets, don’t want to waste a penny. Yet 42%
of companies who responded to an Experian survey said data
quality was draining their bank account and causing marketing
problems.
The third concern is poor decision
making. This can be demonstrated
at any level of the business. From the
customer service team referring to
someone by the wrong name, to the
boardroom decisions based on messy
data, you simply cannot use poor data
as a foundation for anything. This can
have financial consequences for years
to come, since every output is going
to be hindered by doubt.
Put all of this into the context of automated working, and we
have a recipe for disaster. One bad record in a good database is
going to filter through into every other system. Every department will be inconvenienced. Everyone is going to waste time.
When it comes to pulling together another report, you won’t
be able to trust even one of them.
Morals and Ethics
There are other reasons to focus on data quality, quite apart
from the need to ensure profits and reduce waste. Consider the
market for wearables. We’re already seeing these devices being
used as evidence in court.

What harm can it do, really?
The Age of Automation
As we move towards an age of complete automation, fudging verification and tolerating bad spelling is starting to hinder our success, and our profitability. Perfect data is rarely
affordable, or achievable. But we are certainly becoming increasingly aware of mistakes because they're stopping us
working as efficiently as we need to.
Punch cards aside, if you aren’t putting the right effort into
accuracy, there are three main cases to answer:

continued on page 9
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Is Data Quality Essential? (continued)
One example is the very serious issue of a rape case reported
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania in the US. When investigating the
data reported by the woman’s Fitbit fitness tracker, detectives found that her movements did not support her story.
The Engadget report makes reference to the fact that wearable data is never totally accurate, which is a useful reminder
of the dangers we face in putting too much trust in faulty
statistics.
There are also
implications for
the many organizations that access anonymous
data. In a recent
survey by KPMG,
78% of respondents said they’d
be happy to
share wearable
data with their
GP. This could have a direct impact on healthcare outcomes
for individuals, and we could reach a stage where devices like
this are informing healthcare policy and planning.
If we’re going to start using data in this way, we need to be
absolutely sure it’s correct. The rape case is a rather extreme
example of this, and the data was presumably analysed in context. But it’s a timely reminder that data quality can no longer
be considered optional in any case.
Inconvenience, Insolvency or Worse
It’s very difficult to put an absolute figure on the cost of poor
data, and businesses need to take a balanced approach when
seeking data quality solutions. There’s always a tipping point
for data quality, where the investment makes a worthwhile
difference without bankrupting the business.

But for the purposes of this article, we need to look at the
cost of inaction, as well as the cost of change, including:
• Poor marketing ROI
• Mountains of returned catalogues
• Inability to integrate old systems
• Failure to act on market trends
• Lack of integration, leading to poor efficiency
• Inability to capitalize on the Internet of Things
• Poor data security
• DIY ‘workarounds’ to try to overcome system failings
• High staff churn rates
• More agile competition in the market
So yes: transformation, automation,
and modernization
all cost money, and
nobody likes to
spend. Retraining
requires investment,
and increasing the
quality hit rate is as
much about your staff
as your systems.
But inaction makes data unfit for purpose.
So is data quality an optional extra for a modern business?
We’d argue that it’s not – it’s an essential, core component.
And businesses are going to have to adapt to survive. You
can’t deliver an exceptional experience to customers if you’re
not sure who they are. And you cannot make a positive
change to the quality of data without changing your processes
– and your mindset.
About the Author
Martin is CEO and founder of DQ Global, a Data Quality Software
company based in the UK. With an engineering background, Martin previously ran a CRM Software business. He has gained a
wealth of knowledge and experience over the years and has established himself as a Data Quality Improvement Evangelist and an
industry expert.
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From the President’s Desk
Welcome to the Spring/Summer
edition of the IDM Quarterly. I
am sure that you are all looking
forward to the warmer weather.
As outlined elsewhere in this edition, the 2016 Annual Meeting and
Seminar, which took place on
April 18-19 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was one of our most
successful events. IDMA 2016
was marked by record attendance, and an agenda that covered
a diverse range of timely topics and emerging business issues
that continue to shape the data management profession and
our industry.
I am also humbled to have been elected the president of the
IDMA as the leadership that we have had over the past thirty
plus years has truly been pioneers in data management, for
which I am proud to be a part.
On behalf of the IDMA Board of Directors, I want to congratulate and to thank all who contributed to the planning and
presentation of the conference and who ensured its continued success, especially Farouk Yassine, Katie Hernandez and
Chuck Fordham (our immediate past president). The success
of this event indicates active interest in our profession and its
opportunities. Please continue to publicize IDMA, our industry certifications, our workshops and local chapter meetings.

Rich Morales, our vice president of education, announced at
the IDMA 2016 Annual Meeting and Seminar that our curriculum re-write activities continue to be at the forefront of our
short and long term goals. We are very pleased to report that
the new IDMA 201 course – Introduction to Data Management Functions and Tools will be released sometime this summer. Students will hear more from IDMA on this new course
and transition process soon!
Our local chapters meetings, which are provided complimentary to members, have continued to find large and appreciative
audiences. The IDMA New England Chapter met on March 3
at Travelers Insurance home office in Hartford, Connecticut.
The meeting included presentations on strategic data management and the regulatory hurdles associated with big data, and
Travelers Insurance and their emerging enterprise data management practices. The meeting also included a roundtable
session with Q&A from the audience, and a social reception
afterword.
IDMA is planning a meeting of its Midwest Chapter in Chicago
in early September, and a meeting of its New York / New Jersey Metro Area Chapter sometime in late October. Information will be shared with the membership within the next
few weeks.
We know you are passionate about data management. If you
ever had the itch to volunteer and network with your peers in
the profession, now is the time. Therefore, I will continue to
follow the excellent example set by my predecessors and ask
you to consider volunteering to help us with the curriculum
re-write initiative, with organizing topics for chapter meetings
and with creating new training workshops to advance the data
management profession in the insurance industry.
Also, if you have any suggestions on how IDMA can add value
to your membership, or if you have any suggestions for articles, white papers or presentations, or are interested in any of
our one-day training sessions, please reach out to us. We welcome your comments, questions and suggestions. You can
reach me at michael_spears@ncci.com or through our Executive Director, Farouk Yassine, at fyassine@idma.org.
I look forward to hearing from you.

As many of you might have heard by now, the IDMA 2017
Annual Conference will move to Chicago and will take place
at The Palmer House Hilton Chicago from April 30 through
May 2. Planning for the event has already started under the
direction of our new president-elect Kevin O’Leary. Please
stay tuned for the call for speakers and sponsors, which will
be issued sometime this summer. In the meantime, if you
have any suggestions for topics, speakers or would like to
help plan the meeting, please let us know. We are always
looking for great suggestions.

Regards,

Michael Spears, FIDM
President
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Don't Make Workplace Training A Drag
By Brigg Patten
Freelance Writer,
Business & Technology
Don't Make Workplace
Training A Drag!
Seriously, avoid it at all
costs!!!
According to the latest statistics, over 40 percent of employees who receive little or no on-the-job training leave
their position within their first year of employment. Unfortunately, when this happens, an employer loses the investment it has made, in terms of time and money spent
on hiring that employee. However, the smartest employers realize employees are their most important investment, so having a great on-the-job training program usually leads to increased productivity and growth. In order
to make sure workplace training programs give employees the skills needed to succeed, there are several factors that should be taken into consideration.
Take Advantage of Mentoring
In majority of the companies, using the knowledge of
seasoned employees to help those just beginning their
careers can be a great way to establish an effective
workplace training program. By letting new employees
learn from those who are already doing the job, trainees
can be put at ease much quicker and may feel free to
ask their mentor questions; they may hesitate to ask
management personnel. To get the most out of this training program, be sure to evaluate possible mentors to
determine who has the unique skillset needed to motivate others and make training fun and informative.
Emphasize Updated Technology
If there is one thing that frustrates today's employees, it's
trying to do their jobs using outdated technology. To
make their jobs easier and also provide an enjoyable
and informative training experience, upgrade to the latest
technology and then use it to make training sessions as
interesting as possible. Surprisingly, surveys among employees suggest that providing them with the latest technology tools make their jobs seem not only more exciting, but also instill a tremendous sense of loyalty. By
using the latest technological tools in your training and
allowing employees the chance to expand their skills, the
workplace can become more innovative and efficient.

Determine How People Learn
It happens that not all employees learn the same way; the
best instructors implement various types of training exercises into workplace training sessions. Examples of training exercises that prove to be very effective include roleplaying exercises, practice completing tasks through simulation, breaking into groups to discuss personal experiences, and even having employees read, take tests, or
complete other independent activities.
Using enterprise gamification techniques to take advantage of people's predisposition to compete against
themselves and one another, many training sessions can
then have friendly competitions incorporated into their
training exercises, creating a much more vibrant environment. Very useful in group activities, this can encourage
competition and often let new and innovative ideas
emerge.
Employee Appreciation
To gain the most from workplace training sessions, employees should feel appreciated by their instructor. Realizing that all employees expect to have a training program
that appreciates their life skills and lets them feel as if
they are valuable members of the team from the beginning, today's workplace instructors give employees the
sense they are embarking on an important job that they
as a team and alone can do better than anyone. An efficient practical training provides employees with useful
skills they can begin implementing immediately, workers
then gain a taste of success they are motivated to find
over and over again on the job.
By keeping these and other factors in mind before, during,
and after workplace training sessions, employers can ensure employees return to their jobs with high levels of motivation and preparedness. Whether it's teaching employees how to use the latest software packages or helping
them gain a better understanding of new company rules
and regulations, there's no doubt that engaging and useful workplace training will lead to increased productivity.
About the Author
Brigg Patten writes in the business and tech spaces as a
freelance writer. He's a fan of podcasts, bokeh and
smooth jazz. Mostly he spends his time learning the piano
and watching his Golden Retriever Julian chase a stick.
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ANNUAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY

Michael Spears (r) presents Past President’s
Plaque to Chuck Fordham

Breakfast event

Exhibit Hall

Farouk Yassine with Lynn LaCour of Munich Re,
winner of Guidewire’s Drone Raffle
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ANNUAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY

Chuck Fordham

John Leonard of Liberty Mutual
with Farouk Yassine

Keynote address by Jay Rajendra

Rich Morales--IDMA VP of Education

Elvis is still the King
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ANNUAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY

CNA Group Photo

Exhibit Hall

50s Era Dancing at Reception

Registration Desk

General Session

Exhibit Hall
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ANNUAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY
Vis Challa of SitaCorp at Reception

Registration Desk

Luncheon at the Doubletree
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